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We have predicted new anode material W2N monolayer for the application of Li+ ion batteries by using
first principles calculation. The W2N monolayer is found to be stable energetically and dynamically as
well. It is also found that W2N monolayer is metallic in both IT phase and in 2H phase. Furthermore, the
calculated open circuit voltage for the Li+ adsorbed W2N monolayer is 0.88V which is suitable voltage
for a commercial anode material. The calculated diffusion barrier for the Li+ ions on the surface of W2N
monolayer is 0.22eV. Due to low diffusion barrier the ions will easily flow over the surface of W 2N
monolayer. This will boost the electronic conductivity which is the requirement of an efficient Li+ ion
battery.

Keywords: W2N monolayer, electronic structure, Li+ ion battery, adsorption and binding energy, storage
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1. INTRODUCTION
Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) have wide range of application due to high energy storage, reversible
capacity, high power density and long life cycle [1-9]. Currently, LIBs have advantages in the electronic
and photonic devices such as mobile phones, laptop, computer, electric vehicles, and optoelectronic
devices as well [10-13]. The efficiency of LIBs is highly dependent on the performance of their electrode
materials. Therefore, many efforts have been made to find appropriate materials which can enhance the
performance of the Li+ ion and Na+ ion batteries [14,5,15]. Furthermore, researchers have been
successfully investigated some proper anode materials for the better performance of metal ion batteries
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[6,16-18]. The most widely used 2D material graphene have played an important role to improve the
electrochemical performance of the LIBs. The excellent electrical and chemical properties and low cost
of graphene make it a potential candidate for the applications in LIBs [4,1]. Many more 2D materials
like, silicene, transition metal dichalcogenides and MX-enes have also shown better electrochemical
performance and hence successfully used as anode materials in LIBs [7-10,13,6].These two dimensional
semiconductor monolayer materials are best consider for the rechargeable batteries as an anode. For
example the transition metal carbides (Mo2C and W2C) monolayers have metallic nature, high
mechanical strength, thermal and dynamical stability and high charge capacity, such characteristics make
transition metal carbides a promising candidate for application to the LIBs [19,5]. Similarly, the other
2D monolayers MoS2, MoSe2, TiS2 and SnS2 have been synthesized both experimentally and
theoretically. The electrodes based on these 2D monolayers have been successfully employed in LIBs
[20,11,21-24]. It is found experimentally, that MoS2 has a high storage capacity and is consider a
promising anode material for the LIBs [25,26]. First principle calculations have shown that MoS2
monolayer have high adsorption energy and low diffusion energy barrier [27]. But MoS2 monolayer is a
semiconductor material with direct energy gap 1.8eV, which cause a failure to good electrical
conductivity in the MoS2 monolayer and hence, limits its electrochemical performance. Therefore, an
alternate ideal candidate (anode material) is required to circumvent this barrier. Density functional theory
(DFT) can be used to predict new efficient anode materials, for example VS2, MoS2, W2C and TiS2
monolayers has been investigated using DFT, which have high adsorption capability to the Li+ ion and
also have high Li+ ion storage capacity [28-30]. Similarly, other low dimensional materials have been
predicted theoretically and later successfully prepared in experiment and their electronic, electrical and
optical properties have been studied [31-34]. Very recently, W2C monolayer has been predicted using
first principle calculation and is expected to achieve in experiment [30]. Therefore, in this study we
employed the same theoretical approach (DFT) and predict a new monolayer W 2N with metallic
character having open circuit voltage 0.8V. This value of open circuit voltage is very near to the
calculated open circuit voltage of MoS2, VS2 and W2C monolayer predicted by density functional theory
calculation [28-30]. Similar to the reported (Mo2 N,W2C) monolayers we also predict, that W2N
monolayer exist in to two phases called 2H phase and 1T phase [34]. In 2H phase the N atom is
sandwiched between two W atoms with AB stacking while in 1T phase the N atom is sandwiched
between two W atoms with ABC stacking. The 1T (ABC stacking) and 2H (AB stacking) monolayer
structures of W2N are shown on left side of Figure.1 respectively. Since, in this paper we actually present
(W2N monolayer) an analogue to the previously predicted monolayers, with high electronic mobility,
high specific capacity and high kinetic stability, which are the requirements of an efficient battery.
2. METHODOLOGY
We used density functional based code VASP with the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) suggested by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [35-36]. The 1T and 2H structures of W2N
monolayer were optimized with cutoff energy 360 eV, 5×5×1 K-point for the optimization were
considered. 1T and 2H structures of W2N monolayer were fully optimized until the allowed error in the
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total energy is less than 10-4 eV and the error in the forces is smaller than 2×10-2 eV/Å. Phonon
calculation was performed with the phonopy code to find the dynamic stability of W2N monolayer. The
nudge elastic Model (NEB) were used to study the minimum energy path for the flow of Li+ ion from
one T2-site to another T2-site on the surface of W2N monolayer and to estimate the Li+ ion diffusion
barrier [37].
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We first built the bulk structures of W2N in two different phases i.e 2H-phase and 1T phase and
then convert each structure in to pristine monolayers as shown on the left side of Figure.1.These
monolayers were relaxed and their structure parameters were studied. The relaxed lattice parameters for
2H phase of W2N monolayer is (a=b= 2.84Å) and the bond length W-N is (2.16Å) and for 1T monolayer
lattice parameters (a=b= 2.89Å), bond length (W-N=2.12Å) which were in agreement with the reported
work [30].
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Figure 1. Left side, 1T and 2H structures of W2N monolayer respectively. Right side, the calculated
phonon band structures for the dynamical stability of W2N monolayer a) for 1T-phase b) for 2Hphase.
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Figure 2. Electronic band structures of W2N monolayer a) for 1T-phase b) for 2H-phase. W2N
monolayer is found to be metallic both in 2H-phase and in 1T-phase.
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The energetic stability were found with the formation energy formula Ef  ( EW 2 N  2EW  EN ) / 3
. Where EW 2 N is the energy of a single W2N layer per unit cell, EW and EN are the energies of W and N
atoms respectively per unit cell. The calculated formation energy for W 2N in 2H phase is -8.25 and in
1T phase is -8.47. The negative formation energy shows that both phases of W2N are stable. Further the
dynamical stability of 2H and 1T phase of W2N were checked with the phonon calculation. The phonon
calculation on the right side of Figure.1 shows that both phases are stable dynamically. Because all
frequencies are greater than zero and no imaginary frequencies are found. Furthermore, the electronic
structures of W2N monolayer were studied in the term of band structure shown in Figure.2. It is found
that W2N monolayer is conductor in both phases 2H and 1T. Because no band gap were found in the
band structure and there is an overlapping behavior at the Fermi level.

3.1 Adsorption and Diffusion
Adsorption and diffusion are two important processes through which we can study the suitability
of a material for the synthesis of electrodes. Because adsorption of ions on the surface of electrode
material gives us the charge storage capacity of the electrode material and diffusion is related to the
electronic mobility and charge/discharge rate of the electrode material, the selection of the proper
electrode material for a battery based on these terminologies.

Figure 3. The ball and stick models of W2N monolayer with 3×3×1 super cell after relaxation a) top side
b) across view c) considered adsorption positions on W2N monolayer.
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Figure 4. Adsorption energy as a function of Li+ion adsorption on a single W2N layer where T2, H1, T1
and H2 are adsorption site.
Therefore it is necessary to study the adsorption and diffusion of the Li+ ion on the surface of the
W2N monolayer to confirm eighter W2N monolayer is a desirable electrode material for Li+ ion batteries.
But for the adsorption of Li+ on the surface of W2N monolayer favorable adsorption sites are required,
which is the site of minimum adsorption energy of Li+ ion on the W2N monolayer. Therefore we defined
the adsorption energy EAd  ELiW2 N  EW2 N  ELibulk , where ELiW2 N is the total energy of Li+ ion adsorbed
W2N monolayer, EW2 N is the energy of isolated W2N monolayer and ELibulk is the total energy for the bulk
Li+. Now we employ this formula to the W2N single layer to find the most favorable position for the Li+
ion adsorption on the W2N monolayer and then will consider the similar minimum energy position for
the adsorption of all Li+ ions on the W2N nanosheet with 3×3×1 super cell. According to the geometry
of the W2N monolayer we consider four possible positions for the adsorption of Li+ ion i.e the exact top
positions on W and N are T1and T2 respectively as shown in Figure.3.
While H1 is the center of the hexagon and H2 is the center of the W-N bond length. The
calculated adsorption energy for Li+ adsorption on each position is shown in Figure.4. Where the most
favorable position for the Li+ adsorption is T2 i.e exact the top position of N. Because the ground state
energy is at T2 position. The minimum adsorption energy of the Li+ ion at the T2 site is -0.77eV with a
distance from T2 is 2.5 Å. Further, to see the effect of Li+ ion adsorption on the absolute binding energy
in the 3×3×1 super cell we have calculate the absolute binding energies as a function of Li+ ion
concentration x adsorbed on the surface of W2N monolayer with 3×3×1 super cell. Figure.5 shows the
ball and stick model of Li+ adsorbed W2N monolayer (Li+@W2N monolayer). Figure.5 (a) shows the
top view of Li+@W2N monolayer and Figure.5 (b) is the side view of Li+@W2N monolayer. Where the
pink ball represents the Li+ ion adsorbed on the surface of W2N monolayer. There are total nine available
sites for the Li+ ion adsorption as shown in Figure.5 (b). Since we can adsorb maximum of nine Li+ ions
on the surface of W2N monolayer with 3×3×1 super cell. Therefore we choose Li+ ion concentration;
x=0.1–0.9.
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Figure 5. The ball and stick models of Li+@W2N monolayer with 3×3×1 super cell after relaxation a)
top side b) across view. Where the pink balls represents Li+.

The absolute binding energy of Li+ ions adsorption on the surface of W2N sheet is given as
Eb  ( EW2 N  EW2 N  Li  xELibulk ) / x . Where EW 2 N is the total energy of the relax W2N single layer and

EW2 N  Li is the energy of Li+ adsorbed W2N monolayer system, ELibulk is the energy of Li+ in its bulk
crystal form and x is the number of Li+ ions. The calculated binding energy according to this formula
is plotted in Figure.6. The higher binding energies of the Li+ adsorption on W2N monolayer means that
Li+ ion transfer their charge to W2N and make strong bonds with the surface of W2N monolayer and also
shows high storage capacity of the W2N monolayer to Li+ ions. Furthermore, the dependencies of Li+
ions on the binding energies have been studied; the binding energy shows a linear decrease with Li+ ion
concentrations. This is because every Li+ ion adsorbed on the surface of W2N monolayer give electrons
to the W2N monolayer and gets positively charged so with the increasing Li+ ions the Li+-Li+ distance
will be decrease and the coulomb electrostatic force between Li+ and N will be overcome by the strong
repulsive force between Li+–Li+ ions. This will make apart the Li+ ions from the surface of the W2N and
result will be decrease in the binding energy. Hence the two factors the distance between the ions and
the decrease in the net charge on the Li+ ions affects the binding energy. But still the binding energies
are higher than zero so the adsorption of Li+ ions will not form a metal cluster. Second the higher binding
energies for the Li+ ions means that the W2N monolayer has strong capacity to the Li+ ions adsorption. So the
W2N monolayer plays an important role in the Li+ ions batteries.
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Figure 6. Binding energy graph for the Li+ adsorption on W2N sheet as a function of Li+
concentration; x=0.1–0.9
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3.2 Open Circuit Voltage
The efficiency of a battery depends on the open circuit voltage (OCV); if the battery has low
OCV it will be more reliable. Thus the electrode materials having low open circuit voltage are best
consider for the application to the battery. Therefore we theoretically estimate the OCV by the reported
equation  OCV  (VLiW2 N  VW2 N  xVLibulk ) / xe . Where  OCV is the open circuit voltage, VW2 N is the total
energy of the W2N monolayer sheet consider for calculation , VLiW 2 N is the total energy of the W2N
monolayer nanosheet plus adsorbed Li+ ion and the last term is the total energy in the bulk crystal
structure of the Li+. Open circuit voltage has been estimated by this formula for all the Li + ion
concentration adsorbed at T2 position on the W2N monolayer sheet as shown in Figure.7. The height of
the red column defines the value of the OCV. The highest amount of OCV when all the T2-site are filled
with Li+ ions is 0.88V and the lowest is 0.33 V. The OCV values reported for VS2, Mo2C, W2C and
SnS2 are 0.92V, 0.84V and 1V respectively [5, 11-12, 19-20]. The reported OCV for TiS2 monolayer
with maximum Li+ ions adsorbed at the TiS2 surface is 1.29V this value of OCV is too high thus TiS2 is
not suitable for the Li+ ion battery, because it is also reported that OCV should be lower than 0.8V for
the commercial application and should be greater than zero to avoid the dendrite formation [12]. While
calculated OCV in the same TiS2 monolayer for the maximum Na+ ion adsorption is 0.92V, therefore
TiS2 monolayer is consider a good candidate for the Na+ ion battery while less efficient for the Li+ ion
battery. It is also reported that MoS2 could be used as the anode material for Na ion batteries, which has
a maximum theoretical specific capacity 146 mAh·g−1, open circuit voltage range 0.75−1.25 V and
diffusion barrier 0.68 eV [38-39]. A similar study is also carried out on MoN2 monolayer, a high specific
capacity 864 mAh·g−1 and low open circuit voltage (0.62 V) has been achieved [40]. The layered
materials (Na2Ti3O7) have also been studied as a potential anode material for NIBs [41]. Through
optimization of the electrolyte and binder, the reversible capacity of Na2Ti3O7 is found to be 188
mAh·g−1 and the average Na storage voltage is found 0.3V. While In our calculation the voltage range
0.88V-0.33V and the maximum specific capacity is 290 mAh/g when all the nine available sites are
filled with Li+ ions, since W2N monolayer is quite suitable to use it as an anode material commercially.
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Figure 7. Column graph representation of OCV Vs. Li+ ion concentration where the voltage rang is
0.88– 0.33V.

3.3 Specific Capacity
The amount of ions stored by a battery is term as specific capacity. The specific capacity of an
1

electrode material can be defined as   xF / NW2 N (mAh g ) . Where  is the specific capacity with SI
1

unit (mAh g ) , x is the number of ions adsorbed on the surface of W2N monolayer sheet and F is faraday
constant (26801mAh/mol) and NW2 N is the molar mass of W2N nanosheet. The calculated value of the
specific capacity is 290 mAh/g for Li+ ions. This value of specific capacity is quite better than MoS2 and
other layered materials [38-39]. The flow of Li+ ions in the battery between the cathode and anode can
be written in the form of a chemical reaction as xLi   xe  W2 N  LixW2 N . The negative ions
generated during this reaction flow in the outer part of the battery while the positive ions move inside
the battery between the two electrodes. To create more and fast ions in the battery, electrode material of
high electrical conductivity are required. Thus W2N can be used as an electrode material in this situation
because of its metallic nature and higher charge mobility as we discussed above. Further to see the effects
of ions on the electronic structure of W2N monolayer we have investigate its electronic structures in the
term of projected density of states (PDOS) as shown in Figure.8. The PDOS shows that when we increase
the Li+ ions concentration the intensity of the peak at the Fermi level is increases which shows the W2N
monolayer become more and more conductive and hence the electrical conductivity of W2N monolayer
increase. Previously investigated anode materials like graphene and MoS 2 which are insulator and
semiconductor respectively, have intrinsically very low conductivity. Although some strategies like
doping can be used to make these materials metallic but this will increase the diffusion barrier and will
make them most costly electrode material.
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Figure 8. Projected Density of states (PDOS) for a) Li+ =1 and b) Li+ =9. The PDOS shows the metallic
behavior of W2N during Li+ ions adsorption.
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Figure 9. Li+ ions minimum energy path from T2 site to near by T2-site through H-site on the surface
of W2N nanosheet with calculated diffusion barrier is 0.22 eV.
One of the most important property of an electrode material is the easy flow of ions inside the
anode material because the fast and easy flow of ions will give the high mobility, which will increase
the performance of the battery. Therefore we define the term diffusion and diffusion barrier, the diffusion
at the surface of the monolayer occurs when a Li+ ion move from one position to another. Obviously the
minimum energy path is from one T2-site to another T2-site while passing through H-site. This gives a
barrier of 0.22eV in good agreement with reported work even better than the MoS 2 monolayer [19-20,
42].
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4. CONCLUSION
In summery we have performed density functional theory calculations and predict W2N
monolayer for the application to the Li+ ion batteries. The W2N monolayer is found to be stable
energetically and dynamically as well. It is also found that W2N monolayer is metallic in both IT phase
and in 2H phase. Furthermore, the calculated open circuit voltage range for the Li+ adsorbed W2N
monolayer is 0.88-0.33V which is suitable voltage rang for a commercial anode material. The calculated
diffusion barrier for the Li+ ions on the surface of W2N monolayer was found 0.22eV. Due to this low
diffusion barrier the ions will easily flow over the surface of W 2N monolayer. This will boost the
electronic conductivity which is the requirement of an efficient Li+ ion battery.
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